Rule-based information extraction from text is increasingly being used to populate databases and to support structured queries on unstructured text. Specification of suitable information extraction rules requires considerable skill and standard practice is to refine rules iteratively, with substantial effort. In this paper, we show that techniques developed in the context of data provenance, to determine the lineage of a tuple in a database, can be leveraged to assist in rule refinement. Specifically, given a set of extraction rules and correct and incorrect extracted data, we have developed a technique to suggest a ranked list of rule modifications that an expert rule specifier can consider. We implemented our technique in the SystemT information extraction system developed at IBM Research -Almaden and experimentally demonstrate its effectiveness.
INTRODUCTION
Information extraction -the process of deriving structured information from unstructured text -is an important aspect of many enterprise applications, including semantic search, business intelligence over unstructured data, and data mashups. The structured data that information extraction systems produce often feed directly into important business processes. For example, an application that extracts person names from email messages might load this name information into a search index for electronic legal discovery; or it may use the name to retrieve employee data for help desk problem determination. Because the outputs of information extraction are so closely tied to these processes, it is essential that the extracted information have very high precision and recall; that is, the system must produce very few false positive or false negative results.
Most information extraction systems use rules to define important patterns in the text. For example, a system to identify person names in unstructured text would typically contain a number of rules like the rule in Figure 1 . The example in the figure is written in English for clarity; an information extraction would typically use a rule language such as AQL [22] , JAPE [12] , or XLog [6, 30] .
In some systems, the outputs of these rules may feed directly into applications [12, 14, 19, 24] . Other systems use rules as the Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Articles from this volume were presented at The feature extraction stage of various machine learning algorithms, as in [15, 23, 26] . In either case, it is important for the rules to produce very accurate output, as downstream processing tends to be highly sensitive to the quality of the results that the rules produce.
Developing a highly accurate set of extraction rules is difficult. Standard practice is for the developer to go through a complex iterative process: First, build an initial set of rules; then run the rules over a set of test documents and identify incorrect results; then examine the rules and determine refinements that can be made to the rule sets to remove incorrect results; and finally repeat the process. Of these steps, the task of identifying rule refinements is by far the most time-consuming. An extractor can easily have hundreds of rules, and the interactions between these rules can be very complex. When changing rules to remove a given incorrect result, the developer must be careful to minimize the effects on existing correct results. In our experience building information extraction rules for multiple enterprise software products, we found that identifying possible changes for a single false positive result can take hours.
In the field of data provenance, techniques have been developed to trace the lineage of a tuple in a database through a sequence of operators. This lineage also encodes the relationships between source and intermediate result tuples and the final result. In this paper, we bring these techniques to bear on the problem of information extraction rule refinement. Intuitively, given a false positive result of information extraction, we can trace its lineage back to the source to understand exactly why it is in the result. Based on this information, we can determine what possible changes can be made to one or more operators along the way to eliminate the false positive, without eliminating true positives. Actually realizing this vision, the central contribution of this paper, requires addressing some challenges, as outlined in Section 4.
Most information extraction rules can be translated into relational algebra operations. Over such an operator graph, provenancebased analysis, developed in Section 5, produces a set of proposed rule changes in the form of "remove tuple t from the output of operator O". We refer to this class of rule changes as high-level changes. To remove a "problem" tuple from the output of a rule, the rule developer needs to know how to modify the extraction primitives that make up the rule. We call such changes low-level changes. (Extraction primitives include regular expressions and filtering predicates like "is followed by"). These modifications may in turn result in the removal of additional tuples besides the "problem" tuple, and the developer needs to consider these side-effects in evaluating potential rule changes, while simultaneously keeping the rules as simple and easy to maintain as possible.
In Sections 5 and 6, we develop a framework for enumerating the low-level changes that correspond to a given set of high-level changes. We also develop efficient algorithms for computing the additional side-effects of each proposed low-level change. Using this information, we then rank low-level changes according to how well they remove false positives without affecting existing correct answers or complicating the rule set. This ranked list of low-level changes is then presented to the rule developer.
We have embodied these ideas in a software system that automates the rule refinement process and implemented it in the SystemT 1 information extraction system [11, 22, 27] . Given a set of rules, a set of false positive results that the rules produce, and a set of correct results, our system automatically identifies candidate rule changes that would eliminate the false positives. The system then computes the overall effects of these changes on result quality and produces a ranked list of suggested changes that are presented to the user. The system can be also used in fully automated mode, where the highest ranked change is automatically applied in each iteration. We have extensively evaluated the system, and present representative results to demonstrate its effectiveness in Section 7.
We begin with a discussion of related work in Section 2, and preliminaries in Section 3.
RELATED WORK
The field of data provenance studies the problem of explaining the existence of a tuple in the output of a query. A recent survey [10] overviews various provenance notions for explaining why a tuple is in the result, where it was copied from in the source database, and how it was generated by the query. It is the latter type of provenance, how-provenance [17] , that is leveraged in our system to generate the set of high-level changes: place-holders in the rule set where a carefully crafted modification may result in eliminating one false positive from the output. However, this is only the first step of our approach. In a significant departure from previous work on data provenance, our system generates a ranked list of concrete rule modifications that remove false positives, while minimizing the effects on the rest of the results and the structure of the rule set.
Early work in information extraction produced a number of rule-based information extraction systems based on the formalism of cascading regular expression grammars. Examples include FRUMP [14] , CIRCUS [24] , and FASTUS [19] . The Common Pattern Specification Language [5] provided a standard way to express these grammars and served as the basis for other rule-based systems like JAPE [12] and AFsT [8] . In recent years the database community has developed other rule languages with syntaxes based on SQL [21, 22, 32] and Datalog [6, 30] . The techniques that we describe in this paper can be used to automate the rule refinement process across all these different classes of rule languages.
Other work has used machine learning to perform information extraction, and a variety of systems of different flavors have been developed, ranging from entity relation detection (e.g., [36] ) to iterative IE (e.g., Snowball [4] ) and open IE (e.g., TextRunner [35] ). Researchers have employed a variety of techniques, including covering algorithms [31] , conditional random fields [23, 26] , supportvector machines [36] , and mixtures of multiple learning models [15, 35] . The work that we describe in this paper is complementary 1 to this previous work. Our system employs a semi-automatic iterative process with a human in the loop, which represents a new area of the design space for information extraction systems. This design choice allows our system to handle highly complex rule structures and to leverage expert input. Whereas machine learning models are generally opaque to the user, the rules that our system produces can be understood and "debugged" by the rule developer.
Recently, [13] has shown how introducing transparency in a machine learning-based iterative IE system, by recording each step of the execution, enables the automatic refinement of the machine learning model via adjusting weights and removing problematic seed evidence. Our work differs from [13] in that we consider automatic refinement in the context of rule-based systems, and therefore our space of refinements is completely different.
In practice, information extraction systems that employ machine learning generally use rules to extract basic features that serve as the input, and our techniques can be used to assist in the process of developing these rules. Additional previous work has used machine learning for extraction subtasks like creating dictionaries [28] and character-level regular expressions [25] . These techniques are complementary to the work we describe in this paper. In particular, our work provides a mechanism for "plugging in" these algorithms as low-level change generation modules.
Finally, [29] describes an approach for refining an extraction program by posing a series of questions to the user. Each question asks for additional information about a specific feature of the desired extracted data. The features considered are pre-defined. For each question, the corresponding selection predicate is added to the extraction program. Our work differs fundamentally from the approach of [29] in that it automatically suggests fully-specified rule refinements based on labeled extracted data, as opposed to asking the user to fill in the blanks in template questions. Furthermore, we consider a much broader space of refinements ranging from adding/modifying selection/join predicates and dictionary extraction specifications, to adding subtraction sub-queries. To the best of our knowledge, ours is the first system for suggesting concrete rule refinements based on labeled extracted data.
PRELIMINARIES
Different information extraction systems have different rule languages [6, 12, 22, 30] . However, most rule languages in common use share a large set of core functionality. In this paper, we use SQL for expressing information extraction rules in order to describe the theory behind our system in a way that is consistent with previous work on data provenance. Specifically, we use the SELECT -PROJECT -JOIN -UNION ALL -EXCEPT ALL subset of SQL. Note that UNION ALL and EXCEPT ALL are not duplicate-removing, as per the SQL standard [1] .
Our use of SQL does not in any way preclude the application of our work to other rule languages. As discussed in Appendix A, the basic structure of different IE rule languages contains key similarities to the SQL representation used here. These languages define the extractor as a set of rules with dependency relationships that can be used to construct a provenance graph for computing high-level changes. Rules are made up of atomic operations that can be modified, added, or deleted to create low-level changes. As such, the high-level/low-level change framework that we define in this paper carries over easily to the rule languages in common use today. Extensions to SQL. To make our examples easier to read, we augment SQL with some basic information extraction primitives.
We add a new atomic data type called span for modeling data values extracted from the input document. A span is an ordered pair begin, end that identifies the region of an input document between the begin and end offsets. For clarity, we may sometimes identify a span using its string value in addition to the begin and end offsets, or we may simply drop the offsets when they are clear from the context. For example, to identify the region starting at offset 0 and ending at offset 5 in the document from Figure 2 , we may use the notations 0, 5 , or 0, 5 : "Anna", or simply, "Anna".
We model the input document as a table called Document with a single attribute of type span named text. We also add several predicates, scalar functions, and table functions to SQL's standard set of built-in functions. We define these functions as we use them, and also include a complete list in Appendix B. Example Rules. Figure 2 shows an example rule program, expressed in SQL, which extracts occurrences of person names and their phone numbers. The program consists of individual rules, labeled R1 through R5. Rules R1 through R4 define logical views, while rule R5 materializes a table of extraction results.
Rule R1 illustrates one of the shorthands that we add to SQL: the Regex table function, which evaluates a regular expression over the text of one or more input spans, and returns a set of output spans that mark all matches of the expression. In the case of rule R1, the regular expression finds phone numbers of the form xxx − xxxx.
Rule R2 shows another addition to SQL: the Dictionary table function. Similar to the Regex table function, Dictionary identifies all occurrences of a given set of terms specified as entries in a dictionary file. For R2, the dictionary file contains a list of common first names. The rule defines a single-column view FirstNameDict containing a span for each dictionary match in the document.
Rule R3 uses a filtering dictionary that matches abbreviations for street names on the right context of names, to filter out first names that are street names, e.g., "James St.". The view definition uses two of the scalar functions that we add to SQL: RightContextTok and ContainsDict. RightContextTok takes a span and a positive integer n as input and returns the span consisting of the first n tokens to the right of the input span. The ContainsDict function, used here as a selection predicate, takes a dictionary file and a span and returns true if the span contains an entry from the dictionary file.
Rule R4 identifies pairs of names and phone numbers that are between 0 and 60 characters apart in the input document. The view definition uses two of the scalar functions that we add to SQL: Follows and Merge. The Follows function, used here as a join predicate, takes two spans as arguments, along with a minimum and maximum character distance. This function returns true if the spans are within the specified distance of each other in the text. The Merge function takes a pair of spans as input and returns a span that exactly contains both input spans. The select clause of R4 uses Merge to define a span that runs from the beginning of each name to the end of the corresponding phone number. Finally, R5 materializes the table PersonPhone, which constitutes the output of our extractor. It uses an EXCEPT ALL clause to filter out candidate name-phone spans strictly containing another candidate name-phone span. The join predicate of the second operand of the EXCEPT ALL clause illustrates two other textbased scalar functions: Equals, which checks if two spans are equal, and Contains, which tests span containment. Note that the false positive t10 in PersonPhoneAll that associates Anna with James' phone number is filtered out by R5, since its span strictly contains other candidate name-phone spans (i.e., from t8 and t9). Canonical rule representation. To simplify our subsequent discussions, we shall assume a canonical algebraic representation of extraction rules as trees of operators, such that for each rule, there is a direct one-to-one translation to this canonical representation and back. The canonical representation is very similar, if not identical for the SELECT -FROM -WHERE -UNION ALL -EX-CEPT ALL subset of the language, to the representation of SQL statements in terms of relational operators. A rule in the form "SE-LECT attributes FROM R1, . . ., Rn WHERE join predicates AND selection predicates" is represented in the usual way as the sequence of project -select -join operators shown below:
When table functions like Dictionary and Regex appear in the FROM clause of a SELECT statement, we translate these table functions to operators by the same names. Figure 3 illustrates the canonical representation of our example extractor from Figure 2 , where the dashed rectangles indicate the correspondence between parts of the operator tree and rule statements. (The part corresponding to the second operand of the EX-CEPT ALL clause in rule R5 is omitted.) Note that when the WHERE clause of a rule does not contain any selection predicates (e.g., R4), the condition in the select operator of the corresponding canonical representation is simply true.
OVERALL FRAMEWORK
Given a set of examples in the output of an extractor, each labeled correct or incorrect by the user, our goal is to generate a ranked list of possible changes to the rules that result in eliminating the incorrect examples from the output, while minimizing the effects on the rest of the results, as well as the rules themselves. Our solution operates in two stages: High-level change generation (Section 5) and low-level change generation (Section 6).
The high-level change generation step generates a set of highlevel changes of the form "remove tuple t from the output of operator Op in the canonical representation of the extractor". Intuitively, removing a tuple t from the output of rule R translates to removing certain tuples involved in the provenance of t according to the canonical operator tree of R. Our solution leverages previous work in the data provenance [10] in generating the list of high-level changes. These high-level changes have the potential to remove all incorrect examples from the output. For example, highlevel changes for removing the tuple t10 from the output of rule R4 would be "remove tuple t10 : (Anna, 555 − 7789) from the output of the join operator in rule R4", or "remove tuple t3 : (Anna) from the output of the Dictionary operator in rule R2".
A high-level change indicates what operator to modify to remove a given tuple from the final output. However, a high-level change does not tell how to modify the operator in order to remove the offending tuple. High-level changes are only the first step towards automating the rule refinement process.
If a rule developer were presented with a set of high-level changes, he or she would need to overcome two major problems in order to translate these high-level changes into usable modifications of the information extraction rule set.
The first problem is one of feasibility: The rule writer cannot directly remove tuples in the middle of an operator graph; she is restricted to modifying the rules themselves. It may not be possible to implement a given high-level change through rule modifications, or there may be multiple possible ways to implement the change. Suppose that the Dictionary operator in our example has two parameters: The set of dictionary entries and a flag that controls case-sensitive dictionary matching. There are at least two possible implementations of the second high-level change described above: Either remove the entry anna from the dictionary, or enable casesensitive matching. It is not immediately obvious which of these possibilities is preferable.
The second problem is one of side-effects. A single change to a rule can remove multiple tuples from the output of the rule. If the rule developer chooses to remove the dictionary entry for anna, then every false positive that matches that entry will disappear from the output of the Dictionary operator. Likewise, if he or she enables case-sensitive matching, then every false positive match that is not in the proper case will disappear. In order to determine the dependencies among different high-level changes, the rule developer needs to determine how each high-level change could be implemented and what are the effects of each possible implementation on other high-level changes.
Just as modifying a rule to remove one false positive result can simultaneously remove another false positive result, this action can also remove one or more correct results. There may be instances in the document set where the the current set of rules correctly identifies the string "Anna" as a name. In that case, removing the entry anna from the dictionary would eliminate these correct results. A given implementation of a high-level change may actually make the results of the rules worse than before.
In the second step of our solution, we go beyond the work done in data provenance and show how to address the issues of feasibility and side-effects. We introduce the concept of a low-level change, a specific change to a rule that implements one or more high-level changes. Example low-level changes implementing the two highlevel changes above are "Modify the maximum character distance of the Follows join predicate in the join operator of rule R4 from 60 to 50", and "Modify the Dictionary operator of rule R2 by removing entry anna from dictionary file first names.dict", respectively.
Rather than presenting the user with a large and rather unhelpful list of high-level changes, our system produces a ranked list of lowlevel changes, along with detailed information about the effects and side-effects of each one. Logically speaking, our approach works by generating all low-level changes that implement at least one high-level change; then computing, for each low-level change, the corresponding set of high-level changes. This high-level change information is then used to rank the low-level changes.
A naive implementation of this approach would be prohibitively expensive, generating huge numbers of possible changes and making a complete pass over the corpus for each one. We keep the computation tractable with a combination of two techniques: pruning individual low-level changes using information available at the operator level and computing side-effects efficiently using cached provenance information.
Since low-level changes are expressed in terms of our internal representation as canonical operator trees, we translate them back to the level of rule statements (there is a direct one-to-one translation), prior to showing them to the user. For instance, our two example low-level changes would be presented to the user as 'Modify the maximum character distance of the Follows join predicate in the WHERE clause of rule R4 from 60 to 50", and respectively, "Modify the input of the Dictionary table function of rule R2 by removing entry anna from input dictionary file first names.dict." The user chooses one change to apply, and the entire process is then repeated until the user is satisfied with the resulting rule set. Intuitively, for the removal of t from the output of Op to result in eliminating t from the final output, it must be that t contributes to generating t. In other words, t is involved in the provenance of t according to the rule set. Hence, to generate all possible high-level changes for t, we first need to compute the provenance of t. Next, we shall first discuss how provenance is computed in our system, and then describe our algorithm for generating high-level changes.
GENERATING HIGH-LEVEL CHANGES

Computing Provenance
Various definitions have been proposed for describing the provenance of a tuple t in the result of a query Q: why-provenance: the set of source tuples that contribute to the existence of t in the result, where-provenance: the locations in the source database where each field of t has been copied from, and how-provenance: the source tuples, and how they were combined by operators of Q to produce t. Among these, how-provenance is the more complete version, since it generalizes why-provenance, and "contains" whereprovenance in a certain sense [10] . It is also the most suitable in our context, since knowing which source tuples and how they have been combined by Q to generate an undesirable output tuple t is a pre-requisite to modifying Q in order to remove t from the result. Therefore, in this paper we shall rely on how-provenance extended to handle text-specific operators (e.g., Regex, Dictionary).
Given a set of rules Q and input document collection D, a conceptual procedure for computing how-provenance at the level of Figure 4 shows the portion of the provenance graph for our example in Figure 2 that embedds the provenance of tuple t10. A procedural definition for the notion of provenance graph is given in Appendix C.
In computing the provenance graph, we use a query rewrite approach similar to [16] . The approach of [16] is to rewrite an SQL query Q into a provenance query Q p by recursively rewriting each operator Op in the relational algebra representation of Q. The rewritten version preserves the result of the original operator Op, but adds additional provenance attributes through which information about the input tuples to Op that contributed to the creation of an output tuple is propagated. Given Op and a tuple t in its output, the additional information is sufficient to reconstruct exactly those tuples in the input of Op that generated t. Conceptually, the provenance query Q p records the flow of data from input to output of Q, thus essentially computing the provenance graph of Q for the input document collection. The implementation of our system extends the rewrite approach of [16] to handle text-specific operators. The extensions are straightforward and details are omitted.
Generating High-Level Changes
Given a set of rules Q, an input document collection D and a set of false positives in the output of Q on D, our algorithm GenerateHLCs for generating high-level changes proceeds as follows.
(The pseudocode appears in Appendix D.) First, the provenance graph of Q and D is recorded using the rewrite approach outlined in Section 5.1. Second, for each false positive t, the algorithm traverses the provenance graph starting from the node corresponding to t in depth-first order, following edges in reverse direction. For every edge {. . .} Op −→ t encountered during the traversal, one highlevel change "remove t from the output of Op" is being generated.
Suppose the algorithm is invoked on rules R1 to R4, with negative output tuple t10 and input document from Figure 2 . Referring to Figure 4 , the algorithm traverses the provenance graph starting from t10 (thus visiting each node in the provenance of t10) and outputs the following high-level changes: (t10, π4), (t 10 , σ4), (t 10 , 4), (t2, Regex1), (t6, π3), (t 6 , σ3), (t3, Dict2).
GENERATING LOW-LEVEL CHANGES
In terms of the relational algebra, a low-level change is defined as the change to the configuration of a single operator (e.g., changing the numerical values used in a join condition), or insertion of a new operator subtree between two existing operators. Since the space of all low level changes is unlimited, we limit the discussion in this paper to low-level changes that restrict the set of results returned by the query, to make the problem tractable. This is in the same philosophy as [25] -users generally start with a query with high recall and progressively refine it to improve the precision.
Producing Low-Level Changes
Given a set of high-level changes, our goal is to produce a corresponding set of low-level changes, along with enough information about the effects of these changes to rank them. One semi-naive way to compute these low-level changes is to iterate over the operators in the canonical relational algebra representation of the annotator, performing the following three steps:
1. For each operator, consider all the high-level changes that could be applied at that operator.
2. For each such high-level change, enumerate all low-level changes that cause the high-level change. 3. For each such low-level change, compute the set of tuples that the change removes from the operator's output. 4. Propagate these removals up through the provenance graph to compute the end-to-end effects of each change.
This approach computes the correct answer, but it would be extremely slow. This intractability stems directly from the two challenges discussed in Section 4: feasibility and side-effects.
First, the feasibility problem makes step 2 intractable. Just as there could be no feasible low-level change that implements a given high-level change, there could easily be a nearly infinite number of them. For example, consider a high-level change to remove an output tuple of a dictionary operator. Suppose the dictionary has 1000 entries, one of which produces the tuple. By choosing different subsets of the other 999 entries, one can generate 2 999 − 1 distinct low-level changes, any of which removes the desired tuple! We address this aspect of feasibility by limiting the changes our system considers to a set that is of tractable size, while still considering all feasible combinations of high-level changes at a given operator. In particular, we generate, for each operator, a single lowlevel change for each of the k best possible combinations of highlevel changes; where k is the total number of changes that the system will present to the user. We enforce these constraints through careful design of the algorithms for generating individual types of low-level changes, as we describe in Section 6.2.
The side-effects problem causes problems at step 4 of the above approach. Traversing the provenance graph is clearly better than rerunning the annotator to compute the effects of each change. However, even if it generates only one low-level change per operator, the overall cost of this approach is still O(n 2 ), where n is the size of the operator tree. Such a computation rapidly becomes intractable, as moderately complex annotators can have thousands of operators.
We can reduce this complexity from quadratic to linear time by leveraging our algorithm for enumerating high-level changes. The algorithm in Section 5.2 starts with a set of undesirable output tuples and produces, for each input tuple, a set of high-level changes that would remove the tuple. We can easily modify this algorithm to remember the mapping from each high-level change back to the specific output tuple that the change removes.
By running this modified algorithm over every output tuple, in-cluding the correct outputs, we can precompute the end-to-end effects of any possible side-effect of a low-level change. With a hash table of precomputed dependencies, we can compute the end-toend effects of a given low-level change in time proportional to the number of tuples the change removes from the local operator. Applying the optimizations described above to the semi-naive algorithm yields the following steps for generating low-level changes.
1. Precompute the mapping from intermediate tuples to the final output tuples they generate.
2. For each operator and each category of low-level change, compute a top-k set of low-level changes.
3. Compute the local effects of each low-level change. 4. Use the table from step 1 to propagate these local effects to the outputs of the annotator.
In the next section, we explain in detail how we perform step 2 efficiently for several different types of low-level changes.
Specific Classes of Low-Level Changes
We now introduce the specific types of low-level changes that our system currently implements, along with the techniques we use to generate these low-level changes efficiently. We measure result quality using the classical F 1-measure -the harmonic mean of precision (percentage of true positives among all extracted answers) and recall (percentage of true positives among all actual answers). Modify numerical join parameters. This type of change targets the join operator. We use the predicate function Follows as an example for all joins based on numerical values. Recall that F ollows(span1, span2, n1, n2) returns true if span1 is followed by span2 by a distance value in the range of [n1, n2]. Low-level changes to a Follows predicate involve shrinking the range of character distances by moving one or both of the endpoints.
Our approach to generate low-level changes for numerical join predicates involves interleaving the computation of side-effects with the process of iterating over possible numerical values. Recall that the end goal of our system is to produce a ranked list of low-level changes, where the higher-ranked changes produce a greater improvement in result quality according to an error metric. We use this ranking function to compute a utility value for each value in the range and remove those with low utility. In particular, we compute utility by probing each value in the range: remove it, propagate the change to the output, and compute the change in result quality as the utility of the value in consideration.
We now need to find the top-k sub-sequences in [n1, n2] that corresponds to maximum summation of utility values. This problem can be solved with Kadane's algorithm [7] in O(nk) time, where n is the number of values, and k is the number of ranges to find. Remove dictionary entries. Another important class of low-level change involves removing entries from a dictionary file so as to remove the corresponding dictionary matches from the annotator's input features. Our approach to this type of change takes advantage of the fact that each dictionary entry produces a disjoint set of tuples at the output of the Dictionary operator.
As with numerical join parameters, we interleave the computation of low-level changes with the process of computing the effects of each change and the resulting improvement in utility. We start by grouping the outputs of the Dictionary operator by dictionary entry. For each dictionary entry that matches at least one high-level change, we compute the tuples that would disappear from the final query result if the entry was removed. We then rank the entries according to the effect that removing that entry would have on result quality. We then generate a low-level change for the top 1 entry, the top 2 entries, and so on, up to k entries. In addition to the dictionary operator, this class of changes also applies, analoguously, to select operators having a dictionary predicate such as MatchesDict(). Add filtering dictionary. This class of changes targets the select operator. In addition to modifying, our system also generates new dictionaries and uses them to filter spans based on the presence of dictionary matches in close proximity. We produce filtering predicates by composing a span operation like LeftContextTok with a dictionary predicate like Not(ContainsDict()) as in rule R3 ( Fig. 2) .
To generate filtering predicates our system considers the tokens to the left or right of each span in a tuple affected by a high-level change. The union of these token values forms a set of potential dictionary entries. We rank the effects of filtering with these dictionary entries the same way that we rank changes involving removal of dictionary entries: we group together tuples according to which dictionary entries occur in the vicinity of their spans, and compute the effect of each potential entry on end-to-end result quality. Add filtering view. Unlike all low-level changes discussed above, which apply to an individual operator, this last type of changes applies to an entire view. Specifically, it involves using subtraction to add a filter view on top of an existing view V . It removes spans from V that overlap with, contain, or are contained in some span of the filtering view. As an example, rule R5 in Figure 2 implements a filtering view on top of PersonPhoneAll. To generate filtering views, our algorithm considers every pair of views V1 and V2 such that V1 and V2 are not descendants of one another in the canonical representation of the ruleset. For each filter policy (OVERLAP, CONTAINS, or CONTAINED) the algorithm identifies the tuples of V1 that are in relationships with at least one V2 span according to the policy, and ranks the resulting filters according to their effects on the overall end-to-end result quality.
EXPERIMENTS
We developed our refinement approach on top of the SystemT [11, 22, 27] information extraction system enhanced with a provenance rewrite engine as described in Section 5.1. In this section we present an experimental study of our system in terms of performance, and quality of generated refinements. Extraction Tasks and Rule Sets. We use two extraction tasks in our evaluation: Person (person entity extraction) and PersonPhone (extraction of relationships between persons and their phone numbers). We chose Person because it is a classic named-entity extraction task and there are standard evaluation datasets available. We chose PersonPhone as an example of a relationship extraction task.
The Person extraction rule set consists of 14 complex rules for identifying person names by combining basic features such as capitalized words and dictionaries of first and last names. Example rules include "CapitalizedWord followed by FirstName", or "LastName followed by a comma, followed by CapitalizedWord". We have also included rules for identifying other named-entities such as Organization, Address, EmailAddress, that can be only used as filtering views, in order to enable refinements commonly needed in practice, where person, organizations and locations interact with each other in various ways (e.g., "Morgan Stanley" may be an organization, or a person, "Georgia" may be a person, or a U.S. state).
The PersonPhone extraction rule set consists of 11 complex rules for identifying phone/extension numbers, and a single rule "Person followed within 0 to 60 chars by Phone" for identifying candidate person-phone relationships (as in rule R4 from Figure 2) . To evaluate the system on the relationship task, we use a high-quality Person extractor to identify person names in the PersonPhone task. Note that the system is evaluated separately on the Person task, and we focus on the relationship extractor for the PersonPhone task. Datasets. Appendix E lists the characteristics of the following datasets used in our evaluation.
• ACE: collection of newswire reports, broadcast news and conversations with Person labeled data from the ACE05 Dataset [3] . 
Quality Evaluation
The goal of the quality evaluation is to validate that our system generates high quality refinements in that: 1) they improve the precision of the original rules, while keeping the recall fairly stable, and 2) they are comparable to refinements that a human expert would identify. To this end, we evaluate the quality of refinements produced by our system on various datasets, and perform a user study where a rule refinement task is presented to human experts whose actions are compared with those suggested by our system. Experiment 1. We use 4 workloads in this experiment: the Person task on ACE, CoNLL and Enron datasets, and the PersonPhone task on the EnronPP dataset. For each workload, we run the system for k iterations starting from the baseline rule set. After each iteration, the refinement with the highest improvement in F 1-measure on the training set is automatically applied. Figure 5 shows the quality of k refined rule sets on the test set of each workload, when k is varied from 1 to 5. Note that the quality of the baseline rule sets is as expected in practice, where developers usually start with a query with reasonable recall and progressively refine it to improve precision. As can be seen, our system achieves significant improvements in F 1-measure between 6% and 26% after only a few iterations. This improvement in F 1-measure does not arise at the expense of recall. Indeed, as shown in Figures 5(b-c) , the precision after 5 iterations improves greatly when compared to the baseline rule set, while the recall decreases only marginally. The F 1-measure and precision plateau after a few refinements for two reasons. First, many false positives are removed by the first few high ranked refinements, therefore substantially decreasing the number of examples available in subsequent iterations. Second, removing some of the other false positives requires low-level changes that are not yet implemented in our system (e.g., modifying a regular expression). Experiment 2. In this experiment we compare the top refinements generated by our system with those devised by human experts. To this end, we conducted a user study in which two experts A and B were given one hour to improve the rule set for the Person task using the Enron train set. Both experts are IBM researchers (not involved in this project) who have written over 20 information extraction rule sets for important IBM products over the past 3 years. To ensure a fair comparison, the experts were restricted to types of refinements supported in our current implementation (Section 6.2). Table 1 shows the refinements of both experts and corresponding improvements in F 1-measure achieved on the test set for expert A.
(Expert B's refinements are a subset of A's.) The table also shows the rank of each expert refinement in the list automatically generated by our system in iteration 1, and iteration 2 (after applying the top-most refinement). We observed that the top refinement suggested by the system (remove person candidates strictly contained within other person candidates) coincides with the first refinement applied by both experts (i.e., A1 and B1). Furthermore, with a single exception, all expert refinements appear among the top 12 results generated by our system in the first iteration. The dictionary filter generated in iteration 1 consisted of 12 high-quality entries incorrectly identified as part of a person name (e.g., "Thanks", "Subject"). It contains 27% of all entries in corresponding refinement A2, and all entries in the filter dictionary on person candidates of B4. Furthermore, in both iterations, the system generated a slightly better refinement compared to A4 and A5 that filters all person candidates overlapping with a double new line. This achieves the combined effect of A4 and A5, while producing a refined rule set with a slightly simpler structure (a single filter, instead of two).
The system also suggested refinements not useful at first glance, for example, a dictionary filter on one token to the right of person candidates containing initials. This was due to the baseline rule set not identifying names with middle initial. While not helpful in improving precision, this refinement is helpful in improving recall, by signaling to the developer additional person candidate rules based on contextual clues, However, this is subject of our future work. Based on the observations above, we believe it is reasonable to conclude that our system is capable of generating rule refinements that are comparable in quality to those generated by human experts.
Performance Evaluation
The goal of our performance evaluation is two-fold: to validate that our algorithm for generating low-level changes is tractable, since it should be clear that without the optimizations in section 6, CPU cost would be prohibitive, and to show that the system can automatically generate refinements faster than human experts.
The table below shows the running time of our system in the first 3 iterations with the Person rule set on the Enron dataset, when the size of the training data is varied between 100 and 400 documents. As shown above, the system takes between 0.5 and 2 minutes for the first iteration, which includes the initialization time required for loading the rule operators in memory, running the extractor on the training set, and computing the provenance graph, operations performed exactly once. Once initialized, the system takes under 20 seconds for subsequent iterations. As expected, the running time in each iteration decreases, since less data is being processed by the system after each refinement. Also note that the F 1-measure of the refined rule set after iteration 3 (refer to last column of the table) varies only slightly with the size of the training set. We note that in each iteration the system sifts through hundreds of documents, identifies and evaluates thousands of low-level changes, and finally presents to the user a ranked list of possible refinements, along with a summary of their effects and side-effects. When done manually, these tasks require a large amount of human effort. Recall from Experiment 2 that the experts took one hour to devise, implement and test their refinements, and reported taking between 3 and 15 minutes per refinement. In contrast, our system generates almost all expert's refinements in iteration 1, in about 2 minutes!
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
As we seek to leverage database technology to manage the growing tide of poorly structured information in the world, information extraction has gained growing importance. Most information extraction is based on painstakingly defined extraction rules that are error-prone, often brittle, and subject to continuous refinement. This paper takes a significant step towards simplifying IE rule development through the use of database provenance techniques.
Specifically, this paper showed how to modify extraction rules to eliminate false positives in the extraction result. Standard provenance techniques only consider the provenance of tuples in the result set, and hence are not useful for addressing false negatives. However, recent provenance work [9, 18, 20] has begun to develop tools to reason about expected tuples not present in the result set. We believe these techniques can be adapted to our framework to address false negatives. However, this is the subject of future work. Figure 6 shows examples of rule languages referenced in recent work. The figure shows three different implementations of the rule that we had described earlier in Figure 1 . Each implementation uses a different rule language, but all three generate the same output, except in certain corner cases.
APPENDIX A. RULE LANGUAGES
In general, information extraction rule languages often differ in syntax and overall expressive power [27] . However, most rule languages in common use share a large set of core functionality. Furthermore, the common core functionality of most information extraction rule languages can be expressed as standard SQL, with a few text-specific extensions described next.
B. ADDITIONS TO SQL
In the examples in this paper, we augment the standard set of SQL functions with the following text-specific functions:
1. Predicates and scalar functions for manipulating spans, used for expressing join and selection predicates, and creating new values in the SELECT clause of a rule; and 2. Table functions for performing three crucial IE tasks: regular expression matching, dictionary matching. Figure 7 lists these text-specific additions, along with a brief description of each. The ability to perform character-level regular expression matching is fundamental in any IE system, as many basic extraction tasks such as identifying phone numbers or IP addresses can be achieved using regular expressions. For our example rule in Figure 6 , regular expression matching is appropiate for identifying capitalized words in the document, and is expressed, for instance, in AQL lines 5 -6, and xLog line 5 in Figure 6 .
For this purpose, we have added to our language the Regex table function (refer to Figure 7) , which takes as input a regular expression, a relation name R, and an attribute of type span A of R, and computes an instance with a single span-typed attribute called match containing all matches of the given regular expression on the A values of all tuples in R.
A second fundamental IE functionality is dictionary matching: the ability to identify in an input document all occurrences of a given set of terms specified as entries in a dictionary file. Dictionary matching is useful in performing many basic extraction tasks such as identifying person salutations (e.g., "Mr", "Ms", "Dr"), or identifying occurrences of known first names (e.g., refer to Figure 6 , line 4 of JAPE, lines 3-4 of AQL, and line 3 of xLog). The Dictionary table function serves this purpose in our language: it takes as input the name of a dictionary file, a relation name R, and an attribute of type span A of R, and computes an instance with a single span-typed field called match containing all occurrences of dictionary entries on the A values of all tuples in R.
A third component of information extraction rules is a toolkit of span operations. Table 7 lists the text-based scalar functions that our system uses to implement various operations over the span type. Note the distinction between scalar functions that return a boolean value (e.g., Follows) and can be used as join predicates, and scalar functions that return non-boolean values (e.g., Merge), used as selection predicates, and to create new values in the SELECT clause of rules.
C. PROVENANCE ASSOCIATED WITH OPERATORS
Definition C.1 formalizes the notion of provenance graph used in this paper. Note that the intention of the formalism below is not to propose yet another definition for provenance. In fact, when restricted to the SPJU fragment of SQL, Definition C.1 corresponds to the original definition of how-provenance of [17] 2 . Rather, our goal is to provide a pictorial representation of provenance that we can use in discussing the algorithm for computing high-level changes. • If Op = Regex (regex,A) (R), or Op = Dictionary (dict f ile,A) (R), then for every t ∈ R and every output tuple t ∈ Op(t), V contains vertices vt, v t and E contains edge vt Op −→ v t . We say that the provenance of t according to Op is t.
• If Op = πA(R), where A is a set of attributes, then for every t ∈ R and corresponding output tuple t = πA(t), V contains vertices vt, v t and E contains edge vt π A −→ v t . We say that the provenance of t according to πA is t.
• If Op = σC (R), where C is a conjunction of selection predicates, then for every t ∈ R and corresponding output tuple t = σC (t) (if any), V contains vertices vt, v t and E contains edge vt σ C −→ v t . We say that the provenance of t according to σC is t.
• If Op = C (R1, . . . , Rn), where C is a conjunction of join predicates, then for every t1 ∈ R1, . . . , tn ∈ Rn and corresponding output tuple t = (t1, . . . , tn) (if any), V contains vertices vt 1 , . . . , vt n and hypervertex {vt 1 , . . . , vt n }, and E contains hyperedge {vt 1 , . . . , vt n } C −→ v t . We say that the provenance of t according to C is {t1, . . . , tn}.
• If Op = ∪(R1, R2), then for every t1 ∈ R1 (or t2 ∈ R2) and corresponding output tuple t ∈ ∪({t1}, ∅) (or respectively, t ∈ ∪(∅, {t2})), V contains vertices vt 1 (or vt 2 ) and v t , and E contains edge vt 1 ∪ −→ v t (respectively, vt 2 ∪ −→ v t ). We say that the provenance of t according to ∪ is t1 (or respectively, t2).
• If Op = δ(R1, R2), then for every t ∈ R1 such that t ∈ R2
and corresponding output tuple t ∈ {t} − R2, V contains vertices vt, v t and E contains edge vt δ −→ v t . We say that the provenance of t according to δ is t.
